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Blaser Active
Down Jacket Helen
This fashionably feminine, practical jacket
features a host of extras. The premium down
filling provides excellent insulation and lends
a lightweight feel. The outer fabric has a dirtand water-repellent finish. Elasticated inserts
on the bottom of the sleeves and sides of the
body offer excellent freedom of movement.
www.shopblaser-usagear.com

For
women
only
From kayaks and fishing rods
to shotguns, apparel, and travel
bags, here’s a wealth of fine
products designed to enhance
the sporting life of lady hunters,
shooters, and anglers.

Galco Sport Utility Bag
Made of rich, dark Havana leather, the Sport Utility Bag has hand-stitched
handles that connect completely around the bag for extra load-bearing ability.
All hardware is solid brass, while a unique post-and-plate latch allows ease
of access and secure closure. The hinged front flap pivots out of the way for
packing convenience. Measuring 9x15x6 inches, the bag also features exterior
side pockets and a removable shoulder strap that enables hands-free carrying.
www.galcoleather.com

Syren Elos Venti
For the woman who wants one shotgun to be as
appropriate in the field as it is at the gun club,
the Syren Elos is the perfect companion. Its trim,
round-body action and sleek lines enhance its
fast-pointing characteristics, while its light weight
makes it easy to carry during long days afield.
Syren’s stock dimensions have been tailored
specifically for the female hunter and shooter.
www.syrenusa.com
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Syren Italian Shooting Vests
Building on the strength of their fine Italian shotguns for women, Syren asked
Castellani in Italy to make this premium shooting vest. Available in Syren Purple
or Black, left- and right-handed versions are available. Sizes range from small to
2XL. The unique design features high-quality nylon/polyester and suede, mesh
netting, and contrast stitching.
www.syrenusa.com

Browning Ace Shooting Vest
Browning’s Ace Shooting Vest For
Her has a contoured women’s fit. It’s
available in Black/Gray/Hot Pink or
Black/Gray/Purple color combinations
in women’s sizes XS-2XL. The
vest features polyester/spandex
construction with a smooth, fulllength, nylon shooting patch. It has
a two-way front zipper, bellows shell
pockets, choke tube and valuables
pockets, and a large back pocket. A
sewn-in recoil pad pocket is made to
fit the excellent Browning Reactar G2
pad (sold separately) to help reduce
felt recoil. Side tab adjustments
provide a perfect fit.
www.browning.com

Mossberg 930 Pro-Series
Mossberg designed its new 12-gauge 930 Pro-Series
Sporting shotgun with clay shooters in mind. This
handsomely appointed autoloader is built with special
finishes, premium coatings, and an ergonomically
designed walnut stock and forend to enhance
performance. Mossberg collaborated with Gil Ash,
professional shooting instructor and founder of the
renowned OSP School, on the design. Measurements
formulated by Ash provide proper fit and eye alignment
for most shooters, including women.
www.mossberg.com

Concealed Carrie
Women want the opportunity to protect themselves while
maintaining their sense of style, but can’t always carry a
firearm due to local laws and restrictions. Concealed
Carrie has responded to this need and partnered with
both Taser and Sabre to introduce non-lethal options with
holsters specifically designed to carry their products within
Concealed Carrie Handbags and Athletic Shirts.
www.concealedcarrie.com
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